Make coffee better.

Slayer has just two user controls, one for steam and one for brewing. This surprisingly simple interface gives you 100% control over brew temperature, pressure, and shot regulation while freeing you to focus on what's really important - the coffee.

Compatible with the highest Intelligence on Earth - You.

Leverage the astonishing power of Flavor Profiling simply and easily. Slayer introduces independent temperature and pressure control at the group head, in a beautiful espresso machine, purpose-built to enable you to craft each shot as you brew.

**Refined**
Configure your brew parameters quickly and easily without tools in seconds. Make fine adjustments to brew pressure and temperature as desired based on the coffee you are preparing...while you work.

**Independent**
A single source of preheated water feeds the steam and brew units. The result - unlimited steam capacity without compromising brew temperature stability even during peak demand periods.

**Flexible**
Expand your brewing possibilities. Now you can brew virtually any coffee on your espresso machine. Experience coffee profiles that may have only been possible using a French Press or pour-over.

**Unique**
Slayer has no computer interface to make decisions for the barista. Controls are analog, results are visible, and the barista is in control of the development of the shot at all times.
Slayer.

Taste your coffee again.
For the first time.